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5 methods/techniques for FLS grading
1. Informal writing
2. Technology-facilitated informal writing
3. Rubrics
4. Quizzes
5. Learning technologies for evaluation, response, record-keeping

A culture of assessment/feedback

Plan
• “Culture of assessment/feedback”
• Frequent, low-stakes (FLS) grading
  – Fosters teacher-student communication
  – Develops student confidence
  – Provides more transparent course assessment
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A culture of assessment/feedback

What do you think?: Interpreting end-of-course evaluations

Have you ever received a bad/negative comment on your end-of-course evaluations?

Using the chat, write the word or phrase that describes how you felt.
What do you think?

How could that feedback have been more helpful?

Frequent, low-stakes (FLS) grading

• Many grades: Individual grade doesn’t mean much
• Creates dialogue: How am I doing?
• Builds confidence: Many opportunities to succeed
• Increases motivation: Fits students’ expectations of assessment

Assessment/feedback everywhere

• Our assessment-based culture
• Students crave feedback
  – They want to know how they’re doing
  – Grade literature is outdated
• Many fields use evaluation/assessment to develop dialogue & build confidence

Culture of grading in school

• Often infrequent, high-stakes
• Grading to “deploy power” or as “pedagogical whip” (Filene)
• Curves pit students against each other, fostering strategic rather than deep learning (Bain)
• Grade inflation (Rojstaczer and Healy)
• Cheating

Culture of grading in school

Study of high-stakes science testing:
“... the examinations discouraged teachers from using strategies which promoted enquiry and active student learning [...] this impoverishment affected the language of classroom discourse” (Wideen et al.)

Culture of grading in school

“We typically think of assessment as an index of school success rather than as the cause of that success” (Chappuis and Stiggins)
Online: Communication and motivation are keys

• Not privileging onsite teacher-student interactions...
• Meaningful communication: Being present
  —Clear grade data
• Motivation, overcoming procrastination (Schrum & Hong [2002])

Allergic to grades?

• Much "classic" grade literature predates culture of assessment & learning technologies
• In an ideal teaching world...
  —It’s all formative, perhaps even 1-on-1
  —Maybe no grades at all
• How do we administer grades well?

FLS grading

• Assessment can be a feedback tool focused on learning (Stiggins)
• Their doing the work is the important part, not our evaluation
  —Writing across curriculum-type approaches (Fulwiler and Young)
• Learning technologies are a big asset
• Rubrics demystify grading (Arter and McTighe)

A different conception of the function of grading

• FLS grading has a summative micro structure
  —But overall structure is formative
• Intellectual risk
• Discouraging plagiarism/cheating

A different conception of the function of grading

• Discourse between you & students as part of your response strategy
  —Still have major assignments
  —Series of low grades: Intervention
  —FLS grading can result in less work

My experiences: Teaching writing online

• Questions about these courses
  —Integrity, identity
  —Maximizing online writing environment
  —Student communications with me
• Lots of work, lots of grades
  —Simple message board post scales
  —Quizzes
  —Other assignments: Graded simply
  —Mostly conceptual rubrics
• Taking the course for someone else?
New course evaluation structure
Your course might be:
– 3 big papers: 25% each
– Exam: 25%
– 2 exams: 35% each
– Final paper: 30%

With FLS grading:
– 3 big papers: 20% each
– Exam: 10%
– Informal work: 20%
– Quizzes: 10%
– 2 exams: 20% each
– Weekly quizzes: 25%
– 4 short response papers (or posts): 20%
– Final paper: 15%

Online, informal work can be 40%

Methods: Informal writing

• Frequent short writing assignments
• WAC philosophy: What are you trying to accomplish?

Methods: Informal writing

• Free-writes
• End-of-unit notes on most important or confusing points
• Journals (structured, open-ended, blogs, Wikis)
• Annotations of calculations, charts
• Metacognition: Reasoning, thinking, writing processes
• Message boards...

Technology-mediated informal writing

• Simplifies logistics
  – Eases submissions, grading
• Facilitates writing community
• Eases response
  – Rubric creation tools: Rubistar, Waypoint
  – Commenting tools: 11 Trees, GradeMark

Describe clear criteria:
What do you want (and why)?

Rules for “primary” posts:
– Essays. Posts should reflect reasoned thought … beyond a normal email or text…
– Detailed. “Primary” posts at least 125 words…
– Semiformal. Some formality: spell-checked, organized, etc…
– Referenced. Look to build your argument with references…

(Complete guidelines at onlinewritingteacher.blogspot.com)

Message boards

• Versatile asynchronous tool
  – Dialogic
  – “Publishing” student ideas material
  – Writing to multiple audiences
• Community norms change student behavior
• Posts become more sophisticated
• Straightforward grading
• Only imagination limits assignments
Sample weekly thread choices

Week 1
- Contemporary % (75 Messages)
- Newproduct % (75 Messages)
- Research % (75 Messages)
- Popular % (75 Messages)
- Rubrics % (75 Messages)
- Performance % (75 Messages)
- Participation % (75 Messages)
- What do you think % (75 Messages)

Week 2
- Contemporary % (75 Messages)
- Newproduct % (75 Messages)
- Research % (75 Messages)
- Popular % (75 Messages)
- Rubrics % (75 Messages)
- Performance % (75 Messages)
- Participation % (75 Messages)
- What do you think % (75 Messages)

Sample topic/thread

What do you think: Rubric for students?
If students were to provide you with feedback midway through the term, what categories in that “rubric” would be helpful?

Rubrics
- Popular topic
- Provide structure for response
- Demystify grading
  - Student-created rubrics

Quick rubric creation
- What do you want the assignment to accomplish?
  - Based on course/unit/class goals
  - Don’t outsmart yourself
- Simple things to assess
  - One or two clear criteria
  - Relevant to assignment
  - Content-oriented & specific
  - What don’t you want to worry about?

Quick rubric creation
- Performance levels
  - Four or five levels of performance
- Rate/score range of responses: Excellent, good, etc.
- What do you say to examples of a range of student responses?
- Participation, length aren’t great criteria, but they’re something
Rubric for brief, informal response writing

1. Demonstrate understanding of the chapter (1-5 scale)?
2. Quality of writing (1-5 scale) (judged loosely, maybe your readerly response)

Simple, focused criteria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Full details, major errors, significant off-topic, unengaged/“no”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Minor errors, some detail, on-topic, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Good effort, needs some improvement, still on-topic, engaged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Excellent writing, only minor flaws, very on-topic, engaged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Exceptional writing, perfect, very on-topic, engaged</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Applying rubrics

- Share rubric with students, but these can be applied conceptually as you work through student materials
- I give 60 grades some terms; a lot of grades may be different for you

Methods: Quizzes

- Not a pedagogical stick (Warnock)
- Simple quizzes – easy to create, take, and grade
- Questions capturing specific objectives
- Automated grading

My reading quizzes

- Purpose
  - I just want them to read
  - Online they help create a sense of pacing & predictability
- Five questions
- Short (short!) answer
- Online/on-site, less than 5 minutes
- Grading takes seconds
- No tricks!
What do you think?
Survey questions

If you wanted feedback to help you with the rest of the term, what questions would you ask students in a mid-term survey?

Feedback and record-keeping

• How do I do this without breaking my back?
• Simple scale
  – 1 to 3, 1 to 5, 1 to 10 scale
  – √+, √, √-
• Recorded, displayed
  – Spreadsheet, CMS, hard-copy gradebook
• Peer grading?

What do you think?: Feedback and record-keeping

What is your favorite method of keeping grade records and/or of sharing that information with students?

Time repayment

Goal is to create grade-centric feedback

Students do not have to reach out to you about class performance...

...and when there are questions, the conversation is more focused than, “How am I doing in this class?”
Conclusions

“For better or worse, grades matter; the challenge is how to make them work for your purposes” (Filene)

Demystifying course assessment, especially for online students: Help students reach their course goals

Conclusions

FLS can result in less work/stress for teachers, who are pressured with high-stakes grading

How can you deploy an FLS approach that works for you to create a cycle of grades?

Thank you for the conversation

Scott Warnock
sjwarnock@drexel.edu
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